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RepKit

A clever repair solution

2 boxes, easy to handle (each weighing approx. 12 kgs)

Clear labelling of the individual components

Comprehensive manual

After specifying the door type you will receive two boxes, easy to handle, with clearly labelled components. By using the supplied installation instructions a single technician can easily and quickly assemble the complete kit and replace the defective drive. Now quickly scan the QR code, and the new parameters are imported and the door can be put into operation. THIS IS THE EFFECTIVE AND SAFE SOLUTION FOR DEFECT DOOR DRIVES
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RepKit
An effective replacement solution for elevator doors

In Germany alone, there are approximately 750,000 lifts in operation, the vast majority of which are more than twenty years old. They are naturally subject to wear and tear, which means that disturbances to their operation can occur at irregular intervals. There are many different manufacturer-specific door drives and systems available on the market, and variations can even be found within the manufacturers themselves. The most common cause of lift breakdown is landing or car door malfunction. As moving parts that are in regular contact with users, they are exposed to vandalism, incorrect operation, and increased wear. Most of the journeys undertaken by a lift are initiated by the car door. Many of the components that make up the drive unit are subject to high levels of use, making them prone to faulty operation. When a door drive stops functioning properly, it usually happens suddenly and without warning, and the entire lift is then out of order. It is then of maximum priority to keep the down time as short as possible and to effect a quick repair to restore the lift’s functionality.

You would like to get more information?
Visit our new website:

ADVANTAGES FOR THE USERS

- RepKits are complete door drive kits and were developed for the most commonly encountered drive systems on the market.
- Fast loners contain all the parts needed to replace the defective drive parts and to get the door into operation again.
- Depending on the door type a spreading or a clamping skate is included.
- Very detailed assembly instructions show how to remove the old parts and to install precisely the new components which are unmistakeably labelled and presented.
- Dispatch of goods within 24 hrs after receipt of order, upon request delivery on the following day is possible (order receipt Mon-Thu 14.00 h, Fri 11.00 h – within EU)

RepKits are powered by our new MiDrive that features well-known advantages.

- Fast and simple setup with the aid of a smartphone app: the drive obtains perfectly configured parameters simply by scanning a QR code.
- All RepKits are designed to enable repair/restoration by a single technician working alone.
- Each RepKit has successfully performed at least 180,000 door cycles.
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ADVANTAGES FOR THE USER
- RepKits are complete drive kits and were developed for the most commonly encountered drive systems on the market.
- Fast boxes contain all the parts needed to replace the defective drive parts and to put the door into operation again.
- Depending on the door type a spreading or a clamping skate is included.
- Very detailed assembly instructions show how to remove the old parts and to install precisely the new components which are unmistakeably labelled and presented.
- Dispatch of goods within 24 hrs after receipt of order, upon request delivery on the following day is possible (order receipt Mon-Thu 14.00 h, Fri 11.00 h – within EU).
- RepKits are powered by our new MiDrive that features well-known advantages.
- Fast and simple setup with the aid of a smartphone app: the drive obtains perfectly configured parameters simply by scanning a QR code.
- All RepKits are designed to enable repair/reinstallation by a single technician working alone.
- Each RepKit has successfully performed at least 100,000 door cycles.

You would like to get more information?
Visit our new website:
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In Germany alone, there are approximately 750,000 lifts in operation, the vast majority of which are more than twenty years old. They are naturally subject to wear and tear, which means that disturbances to their operation can occur at irregular intervals. There are many different manufacturer-specific door drives and systems available on the market, and variations can even be found within the manufacturers themselves. The most common cause of lift breakdown is landing or car door malfunction. As moving parts that are in regular contact with users, they are exposed to vandalism, incorrect operation, and increased wear. Most of the journeys undertaken by a lift are initiated by the car door. Many of the components that make up the car door are subject to high levels of use, making them prone to failure. If a door drive stops functioning properly, it usually happens suddenly and without warning, and the entire lift is then out of order. It is then of maximum priority to keep the down time as short as possible and to effect a quick repair to restore the lift’s functionality.

You would like to get more information? Visit our new website:

**RepKit**

An effective replacement solution for elevator doors

**ADVANTAGES FOR THE USERS**

- RepKits are complete door drive kits and were developed for the most commonly encountered drive systems on the market.
- Fast and safe delivery of all parts needed to replace the defective drive parts and to put the door into operation again.
- Depending on the door type, a spreading or a clamping skate is included.
- Very detailed assembly instructions show how to remove the old parts and to install precisely the new components which are unmistakably labelled and presented.
- Dispatch of goods within 24 hrs after receipt of order, upon request delivery on the following day is possible (order receipt Mon-Thu 14.00 h, Fri 11.00 h – within EU)

**RepKits are powered by our new MiDrive that features**

- Fast and simple setup with the aid of a smartphone app: the drive obtains perfectly configured parameters simply by scanning a QR code.
- All RepKits are designed to enable repair/restoration by a single technician working alone.
- Each RepKit has successfully performed at least 100,000 door cycles.

**OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT DOOR TYPES**

- RepKit Haushahn TSS 72
- RepKit OTIS 9940
- RepKit Schindler QKS 8 telescopic
- RepKit Thyssen M2TS1
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RepKit
After specifying the door type you will receive two boxes, easy to handle, with clearly labelled components. By using the supplied installation instructions a single technician can easily and quickly assemble the complete kit and replace the defective drive. Now quickly scan the QR code, and the new parameters are imported and the door can be put into operation.

This is the effective and safe solution for defect door drives.

- 2 boxes, easy to handle
- (each weighing approx. 12 kgs)
- Clear labelling of the individual components
- Comprehensive manual

Made in Germany
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RepKit
After specifying the door type you will receive two boxes, easy to handle, with clearly labelled components. By using the supplied installation instructions a single technician can easily and quickly assemble the complete kit and replace the defective drive. Now quickly scan the QR code, and the new parameters are imported and the door can be put into operation.

THIS IS THE EFFECTIVE AND SAFE SOLUTION FOR DEFECT DOOR DRIVES
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(each weighing approx. 12 kgs)

Clear labelling
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Comprehensive manual
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